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Topic: correct measurement of the monetary policy stance under ZLB

I’m nowhere near this field

But Leo is pretty much founding it

So much so that FRB of St. Louis president James Bullard made a
presentation few years ago that could be called ”Leo Krippner’s work”

Monetary policy applications 

Leo Krippner is a financial market economist working at the 
Reserve Bank of New Zealand. 
Krippner (2012a,b) suggested modifications to the Black 
(1995) approach to allow for closed-form solutions to the 
option pricing problem. 
 This allows for considerable simplification. 
 Krippner (2012a,b,c) also emphasized a monetary policy 

application:  Using the implied shadow overnight rate as a 
metric for the actual stance of monetary policy. 

One earlier U.S. monetary policy application is Bomfim 
(2003).* 

* See: A. Bomfim, 2003, “Interest Rates as Options: Assessing the Markets’ View of the Liquidity Trap,” Federal 
 Reserve Board Finance and Economics Discussion Series paper 2003-45. 

Recommended policy versus actual policy 

 
 

Source: Federal Reserve Board, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics and author’s calculations; the 
 estimated shadow rate was kindly provided by Leo Krippner. Last observation: October, 2012. 
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Shadow rates

Estimate the yield curve even under ZLB, using shadow interest rates
(due to Black, 1995):

I i = max(0, r + π): a real-world option of holding physical cash

Shadow interest rate calculated by assuming there is no physical
currency: ”What policy rate would generate the observed yield curve
if the policy rate could be negative?”

I Assume shadow bond with price P(t + τ), @τ , pays 1 at maturity
I Physical currency pays pays 1, has price of 1
I Risk-neutral investors choose a min-price investment min(1,P(t + τ))
I The boundary condition of 1 implies a shadow bond price

P(t, τ + δ) − C (t, τ, τ + δ) where C is a call option.
I You can use it to obtain non-negative forward rates, approximately:

f (t, τ) = −1

δ

(
log

[
P(t, τ + δ) − C (t, τ, τ + δ)

P(t, τ)

])
I Back out the implied (shadow) interest rates from f (t, τ)
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Shadow rates

Reserve Bank of New Zealand Analytical Note Series                 4 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

 

contained in Krippner (2012a and b).3 

Figure 2 illustrates the concept with an example deliberately designed to give some negative 

shadow interest rates. (I have set the shadow policy rate to -5.00 percent, with long-maturity 

yields set to level out at 5.00 percent.) 

The ZLB yield curve in figure 2 is like the yield curve data we observe in practice when interest 

rates are materially constrained by the ZLB.  Without such a constraint, interest rates as a 

function of maturity typically rise with a pattern similar to the shadow yield curve, but with all 

rates positive.  The option effect is very large for short maturities in this example, because the 

availability of physical currency provides a large degree of protection against the negative 

interest rates that investors would otherwise face.  For longer maturities, shadow interest rates 

are already positive, but model consistency still requires an option effect to account for the 

probability that shadow policy rates could evolve to negative values with the passage of time.4 

Removing the option effect from the ZLB curve leaves a shadow yield curve with negative 

values out to around two years in this example. 

Figure 2 
A ZLB yield curve example 

 
 
When fitted to actual interest rate data, the ZLB yield curve and its associated shadow yield 

curve provide unique quantitative information (albeit necessarily implicit and model dependent) 

useful for a variety of monetary policy purposes, as discussed in the following sections. 

 

 
3  Black (1995) originally introduced a similar framework to prevent yield curve 

models violating the ZLB constraint, but its application has been limited due to its 
computational complexity. My subtly different ZLB framework has similar results to 
the Black framework in practice but is easier to implement. 

4  That effect is analogous to a call option with a future expiry date having a positive 
value even when the security on which it is written is currently above the strike 
price. 
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Leo’s measure
Estimate this shadow yield curve using shadow Gausiann Affine Term
Structure Models, developed in Leo’s other work
Integral between the truncated shadow yield curve and the estimated
long-run interest rate, to measure the stance of monetary policy
Because this ”Effective monetary stimulus” is an integral of full path
of interest rates, it’s less sensitive to model specification and
estimation methods than SSR, ”take-off horizon”, etc.
Estimated with different OECD datasets

Under normal conditions

with b0,L = 1 and κ̃L = φ gives:

ξ̃ (t) =

∫ ∞
0

(max {x1 (t) ,−x2 (t) · exp (−κ̃τ)}) dτ

=

∫ τ0

0

x1 (t) dτ −
∫ ∞
τ0

x2 (t) · exp (−φτ) dτ

= x1 (t) · τ 0 − x2 (t) · 1

φ
exp (−φτ 0) (27)

Evaluating those integrals as at July 2011 and summing them gives ξ̃ (t) = 31.47 percent.13

Figure 4: U.S. yield curve data, estimated K-ANSM(2) results, and the EMS-Q measure for
July 2008. This example illustrates the case for a positive SSR, which in turn corresponds to a

conventional/non-ZLB monetary policy environment.

Figure 4 illustrates the economic stimulus ξ̃ (t) for July 2008, which is an example of
a conventional/non-ZLB environment. In this case the estimated Level and Slope state
variables are x1 (t) = 5.41% and x2 (t) = −4.54%, giving an SSR of 0.87%, and so the

truncation max
{

0, Ẽt [r (t+ τ)]
}
will not bind for any future horizons.

13Interest rates are expressed as an annualized percent per year. Hence, the integral has the units of
percent per year multiplied by years, which produces the unit of percent.

11

tau_0 obtained from assuming 
the eqn holds on average

Show example from 
shortly after GFC 
begun?

EMS-Q integrates over 
SSR. But should we view 
SR rates as economically 
equivalent to LR rates?

Under Zero Lower Bound

where τ 0 is readily found numerically (e.g. using the “fzero”function in MatLab) as the
solution to Ẽt [r (t+ τ 0)] = x1 (t) +x2 (t) · exp (−φτ 0) +x3 (t) ·φτ exp (−φτ) = 0. In figure
5, τ 0 = 2.38 years, which compares to τ 0 = 2.32 years for the ANSM(2).
Figure 5 illustrates ξ̃ (t) for the ANSM(3) as at July 2011. In this case the estimated

Level, Slope, and Bow state variables of x1 (t) = 6.11%, x2 (t) = −8.82%, and x3 (t) =
−8.46% give ξ̃ (t) = 33.87, which is close to the value of ξ̃ (t) = 31.47 for the K-ANSM(2)
in figure 3. However, the SSR of r(t) = −2.71% is distinctly different from the value of
−6.91% for the ANSM(2) in figure 3, which in turn arises from the influence of the Bow
component in fitting the observed yield curve data.

Figure 5: U.S. yield curve data, estimated K-ANSM(3) results, and the EMS-Q measure for
July 2011. This example illustrates an alternative estimate for the unconventional/ZLB

monetary policy environment illustrated in figure 3. The resulting EMS measure is similar to
figure 3, while the SSR is distinctly different.

3.4 Comparing K-ANSM EMS measures to SSRs

3.4.1 Empirical perspective

Figure 6 plots the time series of the EMS-Q measures and the SSRs for the K-ANSM(2)
and K-ANSM(3) results obtained with the GSW30 data set, and figure 7 plots the results
obtained with the GSW10 data set. Note that I have indicated NBER recessions with
the shaded areas, as I will do for all full-sample time series figures, to provide a very

13
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Comments: I like the idea

Heavy-artillery methodological contribution

I like that the method presents a summary of current and future
interest rates, rather than focusing on a single rate or a single point
of time

I E.g., a quick path to a long-run rate will have a smaller EMS value
than a slow path

I This presents a method of trading off different paths of interest rate
changes

Effect of monetary policy under ZLB measured through the ”take-off”
point τ0, long-run rate, and the curvature of the yield curve.

I This is much better than using shadow rates explicitly, since they don’t
exist in real world
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Normative implications

The right way of summarizing a yield curve and trading-off i.r. paths?

E.g., imagine two types of monetary policy actions (shock vs.
gradual), but with an identical integral (EMS value)

These may have different welfare implications
I In economic theory, interest rates key for inter-temporal allocation of

Consumption (e.g., the Euler equation)
I Thus, the interest rate paths have first-order effects on welfare
I Your EMS measure doesn’t consider the path of the interest rates

explicitly (risk-neutral agent)

A quick way of considering this would be to derive your option-pricing
kernel from a log-utility

A short-cut could be to ad-hoc include the interest rate variability
explicitly (more = bad)

Such metric could inform much wider audience: welfare measures of
MP actions under ZLB
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Ranking your methods

You present two main methods: EMS-Q and EMS-P

Each can be estimated in different ways (method, number of factors)

Is there a way to rank them?
I Important for operational usefulness

I’d again give (some negative) weight to i.r. variability when
computing EMS
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Volatility

Your EMS measures seem very volatile

The asset-price nature of your EMS: integrating over rates of
maturities many years ahead; a shift of your yield curve, or a change
in the long-run rate, therefore has quantitatively large implications

practical choices underlying EMS-Q measures are still evident; and (3) EMS-P measures
with κ1 = 0 have analogous properties to κ̃1 = 0 EMS-Q measures.
Each of the points mentioned above is subject to further consideration and analysis.

For example, one conceptual question that arises from point 3 is which of the κ̃1 = 0
EMS-Q or κ1 = 0 EMS-P measures is preferable in principle. The EMS-Q measure is
based on a risk-adjusted measure, and so naturally relates to asset prices. However, the
EMS-P measure is based on a physical measure, and so relates to actual quantities faced
by economic agents like expected output growth and inflation. Both measures are likely
to be useful in different contexts. The implied risk premium measure obtained as the
difference between the EMS-Q and EMS-P measures may also be useful in its own right,
particularly because the effect of unconventional monetary policy is considered to arise
from a combination of expected policy rates and risk premiums; e.g. see Woodford (2012)
for an overview.
Regarding points 1 and 2, a detailed empirical assessment of EMS measures relative to

traditional metrics for monetary policy would be required to determine if EMS measures
are potentially useful in the first instance, and then which EMS measure is most useful
in practice. One perspective of these assessments would be testing the correlation of
EMS measures with the known evolution of monetary policy actions and guidance, over
both ZLB and non-ZLB periods. The ultimate test, which cuts to the essence of operating
monetary policy with respect to macroeconomic policy targets and/or objectives, would be
to assess the inter-relationships of EMS measures with macroeconomic data like inflation,
output growth, and exchange rates. The two figures below, from preliminary related work
by the author, suggest that the EMS measures perform usefully in practice as monetary
policy metrics over both conventional and unconventional monetary policy environments.

Figure 14b: The U.S. K-ANSM(3) EMS correlates well with the output gap, which is
consistent with more stimulatory policy when output is below potential, and more restrictive

policy when output is above potential.

25

very volatile, 
compared to Y. 
Plot it against 
policy rates, also?

Wasn’t your EMS meant for ZLB times?
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Small comments

Make this more accessible for mere humans like myself

Explain intuitively the meaning of your second (EMS-P) measure
I EMS-P delivers much lower estimate of the long-run interest rate in

your Figure 13 - why?

I like you thinking about the nominal exchange rates
I Also an asset price, similar to the nature of EMS
I But should consider EMS in both countries
I Construct an ”EMS” measure for the interest rate differential between

countries
I This could be fertile ground for future work
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Strange spike in Figure 11

Figure 11: 10 and 30 year maturity interest rates, and the Level state variables for the
K-ANSM(2) and K-ANSM(3) estimated using the GSW10 and GSW30 data sets. The more
pronounced declines in the 10 year rates lead to lower GSW10 Level estimates at the end of

the sample.

The most notable divergences occur from August 2011 when the ANSM(3) GSW30
EMS-Q measure remains relatively steady while the other EMS-Q measures move to less
positive values. The latter movements are consistent with a policy tightening and/or
market anticipation of more restrictive interest rates relative to the neutral rate, but that
does not accord with the Federal Reserve’s policy guidance at the time. Indeed, August
2011 was the month in which the Federal Reserve’s first introduced explicit conditional
forward guidance into its post-meeting press release, and that was generally regarded as

20
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